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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Modern mobile phones have become tools for the creation
and consumption of digital media. There exist cases where
the people producing such media content, and those interested in receiving it, tend to be living in the same geographical area. Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) protocols have
started to be investigated as an effective means to distribute
content in these dynamically changing settings. The main
challenge addressed by researchers so far has been the maximisation of delivery probability, while also minimising the
overall network overhead (e.g., number of replicas in the system, messages’ path length). Another important challenge
that has received little attention so far is how to understand
what content users are interested in receiving. The assumption often made is that users have a well defined and up-todate profile describing their interests, and that content has
been classified by means of a shared taxonomy. However, experience with the Web 2.0 demonstrates that, in most cases,
neither assumptions hold. We thus propose a light-weight
mechanism that dynamically learns what users are interested in based on the tags they use when they create and/or
consume content. To maximise the chances of bringing relevant content to interested users, we apply a tag-expansion
technique to enrich content descriptions beyond the folksonomy used by a single user to those spoken by the local community. We integrate this approach within a source-based
DTN protocol we have previously developed, and evaluate
its performance via simulation using real datasets.

Delay Tolerant Networks, Content Sharing, Folksonomy

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design—Wireless communication, store and
forward networks; C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols—Routing protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The market penetration of new generation mobile phones
(e.g., iPhone, Android-powered devices, Blackberry, etc.) is
growing at unprecedented speed1 . Thanks to the increasing
quality of their multimedia and networking capabilities, the
creation and/or consumption of user-generated content (e.g.,
pictures, videos) on the go has never been so easy.
There exist large amounts of such content that are appealing to a local community of users only: consider, for
example, promo videos of events happening in town (e.g.,
festivals, street theaters, literary nights), music recordings
of new bands performing in the neighbourhood; media fliers
about activities organised by university clubs and societies
(e.g., sport races, debates, parties), and so on. In metropolitan cities like London, an estimated average of 5,000 social
events take place every day; however, only (less than) half
of these are being listed on popular websites (thus accessible
via 3G networks from users’ mobile phones). The remainders are still being advertised by word-of-mouth, posters affixed in given areas, hand-distributed fliers, and the like.
In these scenarios, where the people producing content,
and those willing to receive it, tend to be living in the same
geographical area, Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) protocols represent an appealing complement to infrastructurebased solutions, to distribute content. These protocols exploit the freely available local networking capabilities of mobile devices (e.g., Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 2) to serendipitously distribute content during periods of colocation. The launch of
Wi-Fi Direct2 represents a major step forward in this direction, enabling users to transfer content quickly with other
users in reach, using the Wi-Fi network interface on their
mobile phone, even when a Wi-Fi access point is not available.
Research in this area has been very active, and a variety of DTN protocols have been proposed in recent years
(e.g., [2, 21, 13, 11, 9, 22, 18, 10, 15]). Common to them is
the research challenge they aim to tame: how to best select
content carriers, so to achieve high delivery while minimising
1
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50 per cent of total sales by the autumn of 2011:
http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/consumer/smartphonesto-overtake-feature- phones-in-u-s-by-2011/.
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network overhead. This is a fundamental challenge as DTNs
are participatory networks made of battery-constrained devices whose lifetime is not expected to be significantly improved in the coming years (i.e., Moore’s Law will apply to
the miniaturisation of battery size, rather than increasing its
lifetime [16]). While focusing on this challenge, a common
assumption has been made: that it is easy to identify what
users are interested in receiving what content. In practice,
such user-content matching happens in two possible ways:
via social network reasoning or via taxonomy reasoning. The
former requires users to explicitly state who they are interested in receiving content from (i.e., à la Twitter), and it is
thus representative of those scenarios where people already
know each other (people-centric approach); whenever a user
produces content, a DTN protocol is used to unicast it to
each other user in their social network. The latter caters for
scenarios where content producers and consumers do not
necessarily know each other instead; in this case, users are
assumed to have a well defined and up-to-date profile describing what their interests are (e.g., tennis, reading, partying). Whenever produced, content is described according
to some pre-defined categories; a multicast DTN protocol is
then used to route content to all those users whose profiles
match such content categories. Behind these data-driven
approaches, a universally available taxonomy is assumed to
exist, and be used by all users, both to describe their profile
and to categorise their content.
Unfortunately, experience with Web 2.0 shows that users
find taxonomy too rigid and hard to use. Rather, a new
trend called social (or folksonomic) tagging has emerged and
quickly become the most popular way to describe content
and interests within Web 2.0 websites. Unlike taxonomies,
which over-impose a hierarchical categorisation of content,
folksonomies empower users by enabling them to personally
and freely create and choose the tags that best describe a
piece of information (a picture, a blog entry, a video clip,
etc.). However, while being extremely easy to use, tags have
often been criticized for lowering the efficacy of matching [5].
This is due to the number of synonyms, homonyms, polysemy, as well as the unavoidable heterogeneity and individuality of users. As we show in Section 2, if we were simply
to replace taxonomies with folksonomies in any of the previously developed data-driven DTN protocols, the flow of
content from producers to consumers would be severely affected, because of the failure of the matching mechanism to
identify common interests when operating over tags rather
than hierarchical data structures (i.e., taxonomies).
In this paper, we propose a DTN protocol that exploits
folksonomic reasoning to disseminate relevant content to interested users in data-driven settings (Section 3). Key to the
approach is a computationally-light mechanism that overhears what tags are most frequently used in conjunction with
what other tags, by the people we most frequently meet; a
tag co-occurrence matrix is then locally built by each device, and consulted whenever content is produced, to transparently expand the set of tags that the user attaches to it,
thus providing a richer description. As we demonstrate by
means of simulation over real datasets (Section 4), our tag
expansion technique is effective in matching people to content based on actual interests. We then position this work
with respect to related works in the area (Section 5), before
concluding and discussing our future directions of research
(Section 6).

2.

SCENARIO AND MOTIVATION

Delay tolerant networks embrace a wide variety of settings. In order to clarify the specific challenge we tackle, we
describe one of the scenarios we target in more details.
Let us consider a big university campus, where a rich variety of events are organised throughout the year by various
clubs and societies3 . Such events are presently advertised
mainly via societies’ mailing lists and paper flyers which are
hand-distributed around campus; the former only reaches
pre-registered members, while the latter bears a non negligible cost (in terms of printing and manual distribution). A
more efficient and effective way of advertising these events
could be via one of the many DTN protocols available (e.g.,
[2, 21, 15]). By more efficient, we mean that adverts could
be distributed at zero cost both in terms of human resources
and actual financial cost, by exploiting the Wi-Fi or Bluetooth connection available on people smartphones, to disseminate adverts during periods of colocation. By more effective, we mean that a larger pool of interested people could
be notified of a relevant event, pending the assumption that
content and users’ interest can be accurately matched. As
previously discussed, both users’ interest and content are increasingly being described by means of freely chosen tags;
however, available DTN protocols perform matches purely
based on string comparison (as the implicit assumption is
that a universal taxonomy is being used). This could have
detrimental effects on the overall flow of content.
Let us consider, for example, the Film and TV Society
which organises weekly movie nights; to advertise such events,
a media flyer, consisting of a mixture of text and promo
video, is created by the club managers, tagged with a set
of freely chosen words, and serendipitously disseminated to
other people around campus via DTN. Note that, although
the content relevancy decays over time (after the screening, the advert has completely lost its value), the message
can afford a relatively long time to live (TTL) before expiry. Let us imagine this week’s flyer being tagged with
{The Big Combo, film noir, awesome}; a university student
Alice interested in {movies, black and white, crime} would
not receive the advert, as simple string comparison would
fail to detect any similarity between user’s interests and this
specific content.
To quantify how severe the problem is, we have performed
an analysis of users’ tagging behaviour on the MovieLens
film recommendation website4 . This website enables registered users (userId) not only to rate movies (movieId), but
also to associate them a freely chosen set of tags. From this
website, we have extracted a dataset of [userId, movieId,
tags] records, containing 15,240 distinct tags, applied to
7,601 distinct movies by 4,009 different users overall. For
each user, we have created a user’s profile, describing her
interests, by simply combining all tags she has ever used.
We then consider each individual record, stripped of the
userId field, as an advert [movieId, tags]. We then compute
how many different users would be interested in each advert,
based on a non-empty overlap of the tags in the user’s profile and those in the advert. In the MovieLens dataset, each
movieId has been tagged on average by 9 different users;
however, based on simple tag matching, only an average
3
University College London has almost 200 clubs and societies http://www.uclunion.org/clubs-societies/a-z.php
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Figure 1: Number of Disjoint Tagsets on Same Movie Ids

of 22% (2 out of 9) of the users who did tag the very same
movieId (and thus were ‘interested’ in it) are actually found.
Figure 1 further illustrates the problem, by plotting the average number of records that refer to the very same movie,
but do so with no tags in common; for example, about 50%
of records (x axis) refer to movies for which there exist up
to 5 other records (y axis) referring to the very same movie
but with zero tags in common; similarly, 80% of records (x
axis) refer to movies for which there exist up to 15 records (y
axis) referring to the very same movie but with zero tags in
common, and so on. This shows that users choose different
sets of tags to describe the very same content; in the context
of content dissemination using DTN, this means that, even
when an interested user is encountered, 78% of times the
carrier does not recognize the node as a recipient and thus
the message is not passed on.
In order to exploit DTN protocols to disseminate content
in scenarios like the one described above, the problem of
matching content to interests cannot be realised via simple
string matching. In the next section, we propose our solution
to the problem.

3.

ICE-HABIT

Most DTN protocols focus on how to disseminate content,
in a way that maximises delivery while minising network
overhead. In this paper we face the orthogonal problem of
to whom to disseminate it. Once the interested recipients
have been identified, we rely on previously developed DTN
protocols, in this case Habit [15], for the actual delivery.
We thus provide an overview of the functioning of the Habit
protocol first (Section 3.1), before discussing how we have
extended it to support folksonomic-based reasoning to determine content recipients (Section 3.2).

3.1

Habit Overview

Habit [15] is a source-based DTN routing protocol which
was specifically designed to cater for people-centric content
dissemination, that is, scenarios where users make it explicit whom they are interested in receiving content from
(i.e., their social network). In such scenarios, Habit aims
to make content flow from producers to consumers through
paths that traverse nodes who are themselves interested in
receiving such content, thus minimising the messages relayed
to uninterested (and thus potentially non cooperative) intermediaries.
To achieve this goal, each device logs and processes colocation information with other devices, in order to identify

potential regularity in human movement, and to be able
to predict future encounters. Regularity information is dynamically propagated over n-hops upon encounters, thus enabling each node to locally build their own view of the physical network. Users’ interest profiles, containing information
about what other users they want to receive messages from,
are also propagated n-hops away during encounters, so that
each node builds a local view of the whole social network too.
These two layers are then combined to compute routes that
content should follow, in order to have a high probability
of reaching all interested nodes, while crossing a minimum
number of uninterested carriers. Paths are computed at the
source, and information about the carriers is stored in the
header of each message. Intermediaries strictly adhere to the
next-hop information recorded in the message, unless the intended final recipient is encountered first, in which case the
message is simply handed over to its final destination.
Habit has been been evaluated in terms of precision (i.e.,
proportion of relevant messages each node receives out of all
messages passing through it) and recall (i.e., proportion of
relevant messages received out of all relevant content produced). A comparative analysis with various other DTN
protocols [14] has shown that Habit achieves high delivery
(high recall), while keeping overhead low (high precision).
Intuitively, only a handful of simple changes are necessary
to use Habit in the data-driven scenario:
1. First, each user j’s profile Pj would be changed so
to contain the set of tags t1 , . . . , tm describing her interests, rather than the users in her social network
u1 , . . . , ul ; by propagating users’ profiles in the network during periods of colocation, users would learn
what other users are interested in, as opposed to whom
they are interested in.
2. Second, when user i creates a new message m, it describes it with a set of arbitrarily chosen tags t1 , . . . , tn ;
one could see the original version of Habit as one where
only one tag is associated to m, that is, the identity of
the creator of the message, in this case, i.
3. Finally, user i determines who the recipients of m are
by computing the intersection between t1 , . . . , tn and
the tags contained in the profiles Pj collected thus far.
For each such user, original Habit would be used to
compute delivery paths towards them.
The last step is however critical: when using people-centric
reasoning, there is no difficulty in determining who the recipients are; it suffices to find what users have i in their social
network (either directly connected to them, or multi-hop via
some trust propagation algorithm [6]). Note that the same
can be said for taxonomy based approaches, where a simple
string comparison between the content categories associated
to m and those defined in Pj is required. However, as analysed in Section 2, this step becomes critical when tags in the
user’s profile are not simply user’s identities or pre-defined
content categories, but freely chosen words to describe their
interests. We discuss how we tame this issue next.

3.2

Matching via Tag Expansion

Tag matching in folksonomy is a well-known problem in
Web 2.0 websites, and various algorithms have started to
be put forward to tackle it via a variety of tag expansion

mechanisms [1, 23]. Put it simply, the common underpinning idea is to maintain a global tag correlation matrix M ,
which keeps track of what tags are being used in conjunction
with what other tags (e.g., to describe pictures, videos, blog
posts), and how often. For example:

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
...

t1
3
12
4
1
...

t2
3
2
8
0
...

t3
12
2
0
0
...

t4
4
8
0
0
0
...

t5
1
0
0
0
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
-

When a user is searching the Web 2.0 website with query
tags say t1 and t2 , the tag correlation matrix is consulted
first, to identify the tags that are most related to the query
tags (in the example, t3 and t4 ). Content that has been
tagged with any of the expanded set of tags t1 , t2 , t3 , t4
is deemed relevant, and thus retrieved and subsequently
ranked.
We argue that a similar approach could be applied in our
scenario too. However, we cannot rely on a centrally available tag correlation matrix, dynamically built from the tag
usage made by all users in the system, and ready to be
queried by anyone, anywhere and anytime; rather, a fully
distributed approach is required, whereby each device relies on locally available knowledge to perform tag expansion.
The approach, which we call ICe-Habit (Information-Centric
Habit), works as follow.
User’s Profile Creation & Maintenance - Users define what
their interests are either explicitly and/or implicitly: the
former describes the case of users creating a profile and using tags (as opposed to taxonomy) to freely describe their
interests; the second happens whenever users associate tags
to content, for example, during content creation and consumption. Each user j’s profile is represented as an evolving
vector Pj =< (t1 , c1 ), . . . , < tn , cn ) > listing all the tags ti
used by the user, and how many times ci . By maintaining
a counter for each tag, it is possible to rank users’ interests
(i.e., the more often a tag is being used, the more interested
the user is in that type of content). Users’ profiles are then
exchanged upon encounter, up to a maximum number of
hops maxHops, in exactly the same way as Habit operates,
thus propagation knowledge about local interests among the
neighbourhood.
Message Publication - Whenever a piece of content is produced (e.g., an electronic flier), ICeHabit must identify who
the recipients of the message are, in order to source-compute
paths to them. This happens in steps: first, a set of tags
T = {t1 , . . . , tn } is attached to the message; we assume this
is done explicitly by the message creator, as it happens in
most Web 2.0 websites for the social sharing of media. Second, the local tag correlation matrix M , whose construction
is described later, is consulted, so that the k tags most related to those in T are selected and added to the expansion
set T 0 . Note that other strategies are possible when computing the expansion set; we have been describing the k-Nearest
Neighbour [3] strategy applied on a per tagset basis. Possible alternatives are kNN applied to each individual ti ∈ T ,
rather than to the whole tagset at once; also, rather than
expanding using the top k most related tags, thresholding
could be added, so that only the top k related tags, whose
relation to the original tag is above a given threshold, are

considered. Note also that, once tags in T have been expanded, leading to the construction of T 0 , the process could
be iteratively repeated for all tags in T 0 , in an attempt to
uncover an even bigger set of tags related to T (i.e., those
originally used by the creator of the message). We do not
dwell further into alternative techniques for tag expansion,
and leave a comparative study of their performance for future investigation.
For each ti ∈ T , the creator of the message searches locally among the users’ profiles so far collected, to see if there
is anyone interested in it (i.e., T ∩ Pj 6= ∅). These users
are the known destinations for which original Habit is deployed to source compute paths. Moreover, each expanded
tag in T 0 is added to the message header so that, while en
route to its intended destination, new recipients may be discovered using opportunistic delivery: if node x encounters
carrier y of message m, y passes m to x opportunistically if
0 ) ∩ P 6= ∅. Another option could be investigated:
(Tm ∪ Tm
x
rather than using T 0 for opportunitstic delivery only, paths
towards users who have profiles intersecting T 0 (even though
not T ) are source computed too; while worth investigating
in the future, our evaluation demonstrates that opportunitstic delivery already achieves good results, without entailing
further overhead on the source.
Message Forwarding - Message carriers simply obey the
Habit protocol: the path each message should follow is encoded in the message header, so they simply wait until they
meet their next hop, in order to offload the message, without further computation happening on them. Should a final
destination be met by chance before the next carrier, the
route is short-circuited. Note that a simple extension could
be added: each carrier could be allowed to exploit their local tag correlation matrix M to further expand T of each
message their carry; by further growing T 0 , more interested
recipients could be discovered; once again, this is an option
that is worth investigating, although the simple approach
explored thus far yields good results with minimum overhead, as we shall demonstrate.
Tag Correlation Matrix - Each node dynamically maintains
a local tag correlation matrix M which counts how many
times each pair of known tags was used together to describe
a piece of content. The matrix is updated in two occasions:
upon message creation (thus by the source), and message reception (thus by the carriers and destinations). Upon message creation, the source node updates its local M by increasing the entry M [i, j] for each pair of tags ti , tj the user
associated to the message; symmetrically, whenever a node
receives a message, either to forward, or because it is the
final recipient, the header of the packet is consulted so that
the local matrix M is updated in the same way, based on all
tags used in T . Note that M is a triangular matrix, and also
very sparse, so its storage overhead is low; should M grow
excessively, entries with very low counters could simply be
removed.
When tag expansion is called for, the tags correlated to
those in T are retrieved from M , and their weights normalised by dividing it by the maxCorrelationCount parameter, which holds the maximum number of co-occurrences reported for any tag pair. Based on these normalised weights,
tags are ranked, and the top k overall are added to T 0 . As
we anticipated before, it is possible to recourse on the newly
expanded tags to find even more correlations; however, this
risks introducing tags that have not been directly related to

the originals. To mitigate the risk of reaching uninterested
recipients because of a too greedy tag expansion technique,
the weight of those tags discovered in recursion could be
normalised by γ ∗ maxCorrelationCount, with γ ≥ 1 accounting for the number of iterations which occurred.
With reference to the previous sample correlation matrix,
if a new message m is posted with tags T = {t1 , t2 }, and
a kNN expansion strategy with k = 2 were used, then the
following steps would occur on the source: first, all tags
with non-zero correlation to T (and not already belonging to T ) would be retrieved, and their weight normalised
by the maxCorrelationCount (i.e., 12). This would give:
(t3 , 1), (t4 , 0.33), (t5 , 0.08) for t1 , and (t3 , 0.16), (t4 , 0.6) for
t2 . After being ranked, the k = 2 most similar tag to
any ti ∈ T would be added to the expanded set, giving
T 0 = {(t3 , 1), (t4 , 0.6)}.
In our current model and implementation, we attempt
to deliver messages to all users whose profiles have a non
empty overlap with T ∪ T 0 ; however, as weights are maintained both in profiles (to prioritise users’ interests) and in
messages (to distinguish original from expanded tags), a prioritisation scheme could be developed to devote more effort
to the delivery of messages of very high relevance to end
users. We plan to develop such mechanism in our future
research.

4.

We used MovieLens data to simulate both users’ profiles and message publication. More precisely, each
user’s profile is built as the set of tags the user has
ever used to tag movies in the dataset; we worked
here on the assumption that users would tag movies for
which they have an interest. Furthermore, each record
[movieId, userId, tags, timestamp] in MovieLens has
been converted to a message publication event in our
simulation, where the published message itself consists
of [userId, tags, timestamp]. These tags (i.e., T ) are
then expanded and used to compute message paths, as
detailed in Section 3. Note that field movieId is irrelevant (in practice, it would be the actual media content
being shared). The last field, timestamp (ts), could
be used to simulate the rate of publication of content;
however, a pre-analysis of the dataset illustrates how
timestamps are highly clustered in very short periods
of time, as if users rated a fairly large set of movies
all at once. This behaviour is peculiar to the dataset
at hand, and not really representative of content production rate. We thus replace the MovieLens timestamps with timestamps taken from a Web 2.0 websites as we shall detail later. The MovieLens dataset
contains 15,240 distinct tags, used a total of 95,580
times, and applied to 7,601 distinct movies by 4,009
different users. These users produce 55,484 publications in around 90 days time (which perfectly matches
the time window considered for the colocation traces).
In order to sample 96 users from the 4,009 present in
the dataset, we restricted our attention to those users
who have tagged at least 20 movies; moreover, we filter
out those tags that have been used less than 5 times
overall. The resulting dataset still shows the common
behaviour seen in Web 2.0 applications: that is, 20%
of the users publishes 80% of the messages (long tail
effect). From here, we finally chose the 96 MovieLens
users to be paired to the 96 MIT Reality Mining ones
so that such distribution was maintained. The overlaying between MovieLens and MIT users was repeated 20
times at random; the results shown in the next section
illustrate averages of these overlays.

EVALUATION

In this section, we first discuss our simulation settings, in
terms of datasets used, computed metrics, and simulation
parameters (Section 4.1); we then proceed to analyse the
results of our simulations (Section 4.2).

4.1

Simulation Settings

Datasets - In order to evaluate ICeHabit in a realistic
setting, we required three pieces of information: movement
(and, more precisely colocation) of people in a setting that
is representative of our scenario (Section 2); users’ interests,
described as sets of tags; content, described via tags and
published at a realistic rate. Unfortunately, to date there
is no available dataset offering all this information at once;
we thus selected three distinct datasets, each providing one
piece of information, before overlaying them. The selected
datasets are the following:
Movement - The MIT Reality Mining5 dataset contains
colocation information from 96 subjects at the MIT
campus over the course of the 2004-2005 academic
year, to whom Bluetooth-enabled Nokia 6600 phones
were given; colocation information was collected via
frequent (5 minute interval) Bluetooth device discoveries. In our experiments, we extracted three months
of colocation data, from September to November.
Interests and Tags - The MovieLens6 dataset contains information gathered from the homonym movie recommendation website. It consists of tuples, containing:
movie identifier movieId, user identifier userId, a set
of tags (i.e., words or short sentences) that the user associated to that movie to describe it, and a timestamp
of when the user stored such record in the website.
5
6
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Publication Rate - Finally, to determine when, in the
simulation’s time-line, a message should be published,
we discarded the original MovieLens timestamp and
replaced it with timestamps taken from the Digg7 content bookmarking website, after sampling 96 Digg users
in the same distribution-preserving manner adopted to
extract the 96 MovieLens users. Note that the pairing
of Digg users and MovieLens users was not done at random: rather, we ranked Digg and MovieLens users by
number of publications, and paired them by matching
their rank. Publications made by a user in MovieLens
had their timestamps replaced by those made by the
corresponding Digg user.
Metrics - While Habit was developed, and thus evaluated, to measure the tradeoff between delivery and overhead, ICehabit has been developed to discover interested
message recipients. In order to quantify ICeHabit performance with this respect, we devised the following experiment: we begin by playing the traces for a 20 day training
7
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period, during which nodes learn about each other’s regularity of movement (as requested by Habit) and interests (as
requested by ICeHabit). After 20 days, the following happens: upon message publication, the source node does not
include all the tags T it would normally associate. Rather, it
drops a 50% random subset (droppedT ags) of the message’s
tags. After this action, ICeHabit expands the remaining
tags (T \ droppedT ags). The aim of this experiment is to
investigate the ability of our technique to effectively recover
tags and destinations:
Tag Recovery computes the proportion of the dropped
tags that could be recovered by tag expansion:
droppedT ags ∩ T 0
∈ [0, 1]
droppedT ags
Note that, even if some tags are being dropped, the
remaining ones may still be sufficient to identify all interested recipients if their profiles Pj contain at least
one tag ti ∈ (T \ droppedT ags). To quantify the importance of ICeHabits in recovering destinations (i.e.,
users) which would have become unreachable otherwise (i.e., Pj ∩ (T \ droppedT ags) = ∅), we have also
measured the following:
Destination Recovery computes how many message recipients have been recovered purely thanks to the expanded tagset:
(dest(T ) \ (dest(droppedT ags)) ∩ dest(T 0 )
∈ [0, 1]
(dest(T ) \ (dest(droppedT ags))
Parameters - All experiments were conducted using the
parameters summarised in the table below:
Parameter’s Description
Number of tags dropped
Node’s regularity training period
Tag correlation training period
Experiment run time
Message TTL

4.2

Value
T /2
20 days
20 days
43 days
4 days

Results

The first experiment we performed was to measure the
ability of ICehabit to recover tags and destinations, with
and without recursive tag expansion, while varying the number k of tags being expanded, k ∈ {5, 10, 15}. As Figure 2
illustrates, recursively expanding tags does not bring any
gain with these datasets; this is the case both when computing recovered tags and (consequently) recovered destinations. Indeed, for k = 5, both metrics are better off without
employing recursion; this suggests that the tags added via
recursion tend to broaden too much the actual topic of interest, hence failing to recover the intended destinations in
the absence of original tags. Another important observation is that tags’ recovery is much lower than destinations’
recovery; this is expected, since the precision required to
uncover a missing tag is much more fine-grained than that
required to uncover missing destinations (i.e., the same destination j can be re-discovered through any of the tags in
her profile Pj ). Finally, it is worth noting that at k = 10,
about 60% of the missing destinations have been uncovered,

when only 20% of the tags have: this illustrates how some
tags are key to uncover destinations with respect to others.
Note that these experiments can only measure the capability of ICeHabit to recall tags and destinations that we knew
were associated to/interested in the message in the original
dataset; a qualitative investigation on the expanded tagset,
by means of an end-user study, would shed more light onto
the relevance of those tags/destinations which have been
added via expansion, without having already been present
in the dataset.
In the second experiment, we have compared ICeHabit
with tag expansion against ICeHabit without it (i.e., original Habit, simply converted to deal with tags rather than
people). For tag expansion, we have set k = 10 and, as
discussed in Section 3, use the expanded tagset T 0 only for
opportunistic delivery. Figure 3 illustrates that tag expansion (top) increases recall to 130%, while an approach without tag expansion (bottom) has recall of just 40%. In this
experiment, we have measured recall (i.e., the number of
relevant messages received by a node divided by the number of all messages considered relevant to it) considering as
relevant all messages tagged with at least one ti ∈ Pj (depicted as bars with no filling in the figure). Note that this
is regardless of whether the publication [userId, tags, ts] referred to a movie (movieId) the user had actually watched
and recorded in MovieLens. For example, let us assume the
MovieLens dataset contains the record [The Untouchables,
i, {classic, drama, crime, fantastic}, ts]; in our simulation,
this would translate into a message publication [i, {classic,
drama, crime, fantastic}, ts]. If user j has, in her profile
Pj , tag drama, then the message would be considered of relevance to j, regardless of whether j has herself watched and
tagged the movie behind the publication (i.e., regardless of
whether a record [The Untouchables, j, . . . , ts’] exists in
MovieLens). As such, the increased recall merely indicates
that we are able to increase the number of recipients per
message, but this does not automatically guarantee that j
is indeed interested in it. Note that the opposite also holds:
the fact that j has not tagged a movie does not imply j is
not interested in it, as j may simply not have known about
it and/or not have watched it yet.
In order to obtain a more conservative measure of recall,
we have repeated the experiment but this time used MovieLens as ground truth to determine message relevance: a
publication [i, Ti , ts], stemmed from record [mId, i, Ti , ts], is
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Figure 2: Destination and Tag Recovery for Different Values
of k ∈ {5, 10, 15}
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Figure 3: Per receiver’s recall obtained with (top) and without (bottom) tag expansion

Figure 4: Per message’s recall with (top) and without (bottom) tag expansion

of relevance to user j if and only if a record [mId, j, Tj , ts0 ]
exists in the dataset, this time regardless of the tags associated to it. As Figure 4 illustrates, when using tag expansion
(top), on average 18% of deliveries that failed without tag expansion (bottom) are now able to find their destinations. To
complete the evaluation, an end-user study should be conducted to assess precision too (i.e., to understand whether
those extra messages being delivered by ICeHabit - and not
originally in the dataset - are indeed of interest to the end
users); this study is on our agenda for future work.

However, as the Web 2.0 has demonstrated, users prefer
the use of freely chosen tags, as opposed to well-defined taxonomies and ontologies, both to describe their interests and
the content they produce/consume. These tags, being informally defined, continually changing, and ungoverned, have
proved to lower, rather than increase, the efficacy of matching [8]. This is due to the number of synonyms, homonyms,
polysemy, as well as the inevitable heterogeneity in users’
tagging behaviour. In order to solve this problem, research
has gone different directions: some works have attempted to
relate folksonomy back to an existing ontology, thus bringing the benefits of the two approaches together, while overcoming their respective limitations [7, 17]. Other works have
attempted to uncover tags’ relationships and users’ interests
purely from their usage instead [19, 20, 12, 23]. With ICeHabit, we have adhered to the latter stream of research, as
taxonomy/ontology processing entails a non negligible overhead, especially on battery-constrained devices. However,
rather than relying on centrally managed knowledge about
‘what users attach what tags to what resource’, we have
been learning and exploiting tags’ relationships in a completely distributed manner, making use of locally available
knowledge only.

5.

RELATED WORK

The challenge of content dissemination has received a lot
of attention in the context of DTNs [2, 13, 24, 4, 11]. These
works attempt to deliver content to people opportunistically,
choosing nodes as carriers mainly based on their mobility
and colocation information. For example, in [2] connectivity changes are locally monitored and used to estimate
how the network will evolve; such predictions are then used
to elect carriers that have the highest probability of delivering messages. In [13], a probabilistic routing scheme is
presented based on the period of colocation between nodes
and their inter-contact time. Although different forms of
flooding-control are proposed to mitigate overhead, all these
approaches mainly focus on how to find physical routes from
source to destination, without taking into account that intermediaries may not be interested in receiving/relaying such
content. Habit [15] takes a slightly difference stance and
favours (possibly longer) paths towards destinations, as long
as carriers are interested in receiving the messages themselves. An assumption common to all these approaches is
that it is easy (e.g., simple string comparison) to decide
whether a message is of relevance to a user.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented ICeHabit, a content dissemination
protocol for DTNs that dynamically learns what content is of
relevance to what users, based on users’ tagging behaviour.
ICeHabit adopts a tag-expansion technique, to enrich content descriptions beyond the folksonomy used by a single
user to those spoken by the local community. We have integrated this approach within a source-based DTN protocol
we have previously developed, and performed an initial eval-

uation of its performance via simulation.
This is the first of a number of steps we intend to follow:
in the short term, as already mentioned, we intend to run a
comparative analysis of different tag expansion techniques,
to determine which provides highest recall while entailing
low overhead, both in terms of computation and communication. Moreover, we intend to assess the gains and cost
of exploiting the expanded set of tags to proactively sourcecompute paths towards a larger number of recipients (rather
than exploiting them in a purely opportunistic manner).
Validation using different movement and interest datasets
is also on our agenda, as well as an end-user study. In the
medium term, we intend to expand ICeHabit with a loadbalancing and prioritisation scheme, so to devote more resources toward the delivery of messages of high interest to
the end-user, rather than allocating the same amount of effort to each message and recipient. Finally, our long-term
goal is to combine the data-driven approach with the peoplecentric one, so to be able to deliver relevant information
which has been produced by trusted sources.
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